
Product Benefits

MSA V-TEC® io1

The MSA V-TEC io1 is a new Fall Protection product, 
specifically designed for order pickers in warehouses and 
fulfillment centers. Its smart features help to improve 
worker safety and compliance when working at heights.

2. Improved Efficiency
By reminding workers to connect to their lift, the V-TEC 
io1 helps to reduce turnover rates and training costs 
that may result from a lack of compliance and also 
allowing Safety Managers to focus on other tasks.

1. Real Time Compliance
The V-TEC io1’s seat-belt alarm style system helps 
to improve safety compliance rates by continuing to 
sound, until workers are connected in the lift.

It beeps upon waking up every time — reminding 
workers to connect their PPE right away.

Additionally, the flashing red lights engage multiple 
senses so that that the user is made  
aware of their connection status.
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Reminder — A first of its kind, 
the V-TEC io1 reminds the worker 
to reconnect with alarming lights 
and sounds. 

Product usage — Connection 
of Smart PFL hook to tagged 
harnesses makes a connection 
and alarm turns off.

Disconnection — A worker has 
numerous reasons to disconnect 
in their job. The V-TEC io1 starts 
alarming when a connection is 
not found.

How It Works

MSA V-TEC® io1

Part Number Description

10213902 PFL, V-TEC, io1, 6 ft, 36CSN

10216248 PFL, V-TEC, io1, 10ft, 36CSN

V-TEC io1 Ordering Information
Part Number Description

10216580 Charging Kit, Replacement, V-TEC io1

10216611 Battery Pack, Portable, Replacement, io1

10216612 Cable, USB, Right Angle Replacement, io1

10216613 Converter, Power, Replacement, io1

10216614 Cable, USB C to USB A, Replacement, io1

Replacement Parts


